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Abstract

OPlan is a command� planning and control architecture with an open modular structure in
tended to allow experimentation on� or replacement of� various components� The research is
seeking to determine which functions are generally required in a number of application areas
and across a number of di�erent command� planning� scheduling and control systems�

OPlan aims to demonstrate how a planner� situated in a task assignment and plan execution
�command and control� environment� and using extensive domain knowledge� can allow for
�exible� distributed� collaborative� and mixedinitiative planning� The research is seeking to
verify this total systems approach by studying a simpli�ed threelevel model with separable
task assignment� plan generation and plan execution agents�

OPlan has been applied to logistics tasks that require �exible response in changing situations�

The OPlan research has achieved a clearer understanding of the components necessary in a
�exible planning system� and has shown how such components can be combined in an open sys
tems integration architecture� The work has determined improved ways in which the knowledge
available from modelling an application domain can be used e�ectively to restrict search in a
planner� An improved characterisation of a plan as a set of constraints on activity opens up
many possibilities for richer distributed� cooperative and mixedinitiative planning systems in
the future� The project has created a prototype implementation which has been demonstrated
on a class of realistic applications�
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used within the report� This section serves as a reminder of
their meaning wherever the context is not clear�

ads Associated Data Structure � the level of data structure in OPlan at which a plan is
represented� This is �associated� with an underlying Time Point Network �tpn��

am OPlan Agenda Manager � one of the main processes of the OPlan system and the main
part of the �Controller� which decides on what can be processed next in an OPlan agent�

arpa Advanced Research Projects Agency � earlier called darpa� the Defense Advanced Re
search Projects Agency�

arpi arpa�Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative � the Knowledgebased Planning and
Scheduling Initiative research and development programme�

cpe Common Prototyping Environment � a shared framework of tools and domain information
used within the arpi�

coa Course of Action � military terminology for a particular plan option for soem given task
and assuming certain constraints�

dm OPlan Database Manager � one of the main processes of the OPlan system which manages
the plan state and gives access to it on behalf of other modules�

gop Graph Operation Processor � a support routine in OPlan used to manipulate information
in graphs or networks� e�g�� in the Time Point Network �tpn��

gost Goal Structure Table � used to hold conditions associated with a plan and their method
of satisfaction�

ifd Integrated Feasibility Demonstrator � used to demonstrate arpi technologies on military
relevant problems�

im OPlan Interface Manager � one of the main processes of the OPlan system which manages
intermodule� interagent and user communications�

�i�n�ova� Issues� Nodes� Orderings� Variables� Auxiliary Constraints Model � used to repre
sent constraints on activity or plans�

kp OPlan Knowledge Source Platform � one of the main processes of the OPlan system on
which Knowledge Sources can be run�

ks Knowledge Source � a computational capability in OPlan�

ksf Knowledge Source Framework � a proposed language for describing an agent�s capabilities
�it�s Knowledge Sources��
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mtc Modal Truth Criterion � another name adopted by other researchers for a process similar
to Question Answering �qa��

neo Noncombatant Evacuation Operations � military operations to evacuate civilians from a
danger zone�

pmo Plan Modi�cation Operator � a term used to describe the abstract operation of OPlan
in which partiallyspeci�ed plans are modi�ed by �Operators� during the search for a
solution to a given task� pmos correspond to Knowledge Sources in OPlan�

psv Plan State Variable � an object in a plan which is not fully de�ned�

psvm Plan State Variables Manager � the Constraint Manager in OPlan which looks after
Plan State Variables �psvs��

precis Planning� Reactive Execution and Constraint Satisfaction domain � an experimen
tal application domain to allow demonstration and evaluation of systems for planning�
scheduling� constraint satisfaction and reactive plan execution� This domain involved
neos from the �ctional island of Paci�ca�

qa Question Answering � the OPlan support routine

which �nds the ways in which a plan condition can be satis�ed�

rea Reactive Execution Agent � an agent designed to support the execution of plans where
reaction to changing circumstances is required�

rue Resource Utilisation Entry � the form of constraint information looked after by the Re
source Utilisation Manager �rum��

rum Resource Utilisation Manager � a constraint manager which looks after resource constraint
information�

tie Technology Integration Experiment � an experiment to join together two or more technolo
gies from the arpi to evaluate some given objective�

tf Task Formalism � the domain description language for the OPlan planner�

tgm tome�gost Manager � the Constraint Manager in OPlan which looks after e�ects and
conditions�

tome Table Of Multiple E�ects � used to hold e�ects associated with a plan�

tpn Time Point Network � used to hold time points associated with a plan and constraints
between these time points�

tpnm Time Point Network Manager � the Constraint Manager in OPlan which builds and
looks after the tpn�
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� Summary

The OPlan research and development project is seeking to identify reusable modules and
interfaces within planning systems which will enable such systems to be tailored or extended
quickly to meet new requirements� A common framework for representing and reasoning about
plans based on the manipulation of constraints underlies the model used by the architecture�
Within this framework� rich models of an application domain can be provided to inform the
planner when creating or adapting plans for actual use�

A number of important foundations have been laid for �exible planning work in the future�
They are�

� A view of the planner as situated in the context of task assignment� plan execution and
change�

� A simple abstract architecture based on an agenda of �issues� from which items can be
selected for processing� The processing takes place on an available computational platform
�human or machine�� with the appropriate functional capabilities described as knowledge
sources�

This architecture allows for independent progress to be made in a number of important
areas for successful planning systems� including search control and opportunism� planner
capability description� and system resource scheduling�

� A structure that allows separate �often specialised� handlers for di�erent types of con
straint to be included� so that the results become e�ective overall constraints on the
operation of a planner�

� Ways to use domain knowledge� where possible� to constrain the search of a planner�

� The common model of activity� tasks and plans based on a set of constraints � the �i�n�
ova� constraint model�

A common model can in turn support systems integration and open up collaboration and
distribution opportunities�

� Symmetric interaction by system components and users� Both are seen as manipulating
the same set of constraints�

� An approach to the user interface of a planner� based on Plan and World Views�

The OPlan planner is general purpose and applies to a wide variety of important application
areas� Its current application to military logistics planning tasks is described�

A number of publications resulting from the OPlan project are available� These have been
chosen to give more details of the principal contributions of the work� The related papers
are described in the appendix� and their relationship to work described in this paper will be
highlighted throughout the text by ��See Related Paper ������
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� O�Plan � the Open Planning Architecture

The OPlan Project at the Arti�cial Intelligence Applications Institute of the University of
Edinburgh is exploring a practical computerbased environment to provide for the speci�cation�
generation and execution of activity plans� and for interaction with such plans� OPlan is
intended to be a domainindependent general planning and control framework with the ability
to embed detailed knowledge of the domain� See ��� for background reading on ai planning
systems� See �	� for details of the �rst version of the OPlan planner which introduced an
agendabased architecture and the main system components� That paper also includes a chart
showing how OPlan relates to other planning systems� The second version of the OPlan
system adopted a multiagent approach and situated the planner in a task requirement and
plan execution setting� This multiagent approach is described in greater detail in ���� �See
Related Paper A�� The bene�ts of viewing the planner as situated in a command and control
framework are described in ���� �See Related Paper C��
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Figure �� Communication between Strategic� Tactical and Operational Agents

Figure � shows the communications between the three agents in the OPlan architecture�� A
user speci�es a task that is to be performed through some suitable interface� We call this
process task assignment� A planner constructs a plan that would perform the task speci�ed�
The execution system seeks to carry out the detailed actions speci�ed by the planner while
working with a more detailed model of the execution environment� The activities of the three
agents may be more or less concurrent�

The OPlan approach to command� planning� scheduling and control can be characterised as
follows�

� successive re�nement�repair of a complete plan or schedule which contains an agenda of

�This simpli�ed view of the environment within which a planner operates helps to clarify the O�Plan research

objectives� It is su�cient to ensure that the tasking and execution environments are represented�
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outstanding issues�

� a least commitment approach�

� opportunistic selection of the focus of attention on each problem solving cycle�

� incremental tightening of constraints on the plan� performed by �constraint managers��
e�g��

� time point network manager�

� object�variable manager�

� e�ect�condition manager�

� resource utilisation manager�

� localised search to explore alternatives where advisable�

� global alternative reorientation where necessary�

The OPlan project has sought to identify modular components within an ai command� plan
ning and control system and to provide clearly de�ned interfaces to these components� The
background to this work is provided in ���� �See Related Paper B�� The various components
plug into �sockets� within the architectural framework� The sockets are specialised to ease the
integration of particular types of component� See Figure ��
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Figure �� OPlan Agent Architecture

The various components of the agent architecture are�

PlanWorld Viewers � User interface� visualisation and presentation viewers for the plan �
usually di�erentiated into technical plan views �charts� structure diagrams� etc�� and
world views �simulations� animations� etc���

Knowledge Sources � Functional components which can analyse� synthesise or modify plans�
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Domain Library � A description of the domain including a library of possible actions�

Constraint Managers � Components which manage detailed constraints within a plan and
seek to maintain as accurate a picture as possible of the feasibility of the current plan
with respect to the domain model�

These plugin components are orchestrated by an OPlan agent kernel which carries out the
tasks assigned to it via appropriate use of the Knowledge Sources and manages options being
maintained within the agent�s Plan State� The central control �ow is as follows�

Interface Manager � Handles external events �requirements or reports� and� if they can be
processed by the agent� posts them on the agent Agenda�

Controller � Chooses Agenda entries for processing by suitable Knowledge Sources�

Knowledge Source Platform�s� � Chosen Knowledge Sources are run on an available and
suitable Knowledge Source Platform�

Data Base Manager � Maintains the Plan State and provides services to the Interface Man
ager� Controller and Knowledge Sources�

Constraint Associator Acts as a mediator between changes to the Plan State made by the
Data Base Manager and the activities of the various Constraint Managers that are in
stalled in the agent� It eases the management of interrelationships between the main plan
entities and detailed constraints�
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� A Situated Planner � Coordinating Task Assignment� Plan�

ning and Plan Execution

The OPlan project has identi�ed the need for ai planners to be viewed as situated agents�
where planning is one of a number of tasks involved in dealing with the whole problem of task
assignment� planning� execution and control� While the planner deals with the plan generation
aspect of the problem� other agents may deal with task elicitation� plan analysis� reactive
execution� plan repair� etc� Each of these systems has its own perspective on the planning
problem and each is capable of communicating in a way which allows other systems to assimilate
new information into their perspective of the problem� Within such a collection of agents� a
situated planner takes task assignments from a superior agent and creates a plan or further
elaborates it before passing it to the subordinate execution support agents for further processing
or enactment�

In many domains such as manufacturing� construction assembly� logistics� spacecraft control�
etc� the planner needs to deal with changes occurring in two very di�erent ways�

�� Change of Task and Requirements�
The task set to the planner may change or be re�ned as the plan is being generated�
requiring the planner to�

� alter its focus� e�g�� plan to move the ��nd airborne now rather than later�

� choose alternative methods� e�g�� move the ��nd airborne by sea rather than

air�

� abandon the task altogether� e�g�� abandon the deployment task and return

the ��nd airborne to their home base�

�� Change in the Environment�
Events may occur in the domain which require the plan to be repaired by the insertion of
new constraints or activities� In some cases the failure may be so severe that the entire
plan needs to be abandoned and an alternative found�

The reason for taking this situated view is that planners should not be considered as functioning
in isolation� In addition to being able to communicate about the overall task being performed�
the planner ought to be able to interact closely with the environment in which it is placed�
This allows more knowledge about the tasking and execution environment to be used during
planning and replanning�

��� Planner to Plan�Execution System

The OPlan architecture has been designed to support the creation of situated agents� and
work to date has concentrated on building generative planning agents and execution agents�
with links between them� The results of this research have been used in a number of systems
that have drawn on the OPlan work� For example� the OptimumAIV ��� system� developed






for Assembly� Integration and Veri�cation of spacecraft at the European Space Agency� and
now in use for Ariane Launcher preparations� uses concepts from OPlan�s plan representation
to support the repair of plans to deal with test failures�

As part of the OPlan research� an associated Ph�D student project explored the creation of
a reactive execution agent within the OPlan agent architecture ����� This work also showed
the value of using the plan intentions captured in Goal Structure to support e�ective reactive
execution and replanning ��	� �See Related Paper H��

��� Task Assigner to Planner

In many domains the problems of command� task setting� planning� plan analysis and plan
enactment have been compartmentalised� leading to many systems having an inability to as
similate new information into existing plan options� In particular� the problem of dealing with
task assignment and its link to the generative planner has been neglected by planning re
searchers� Future research in the OPlan project aims to address this area and in particular the
problem of allowing di�erent situated agents to maintain their own perspective on the planning
problem while at the same time allowing plans to be communicated between them� This will
make it possible to communicate and use commands� plans� and tasks with improved precision�
timeliness and level of detail between a number of situated agents� The OPlan research has
already addressed two key issues of the task assignment problem�

� Plan Quality�
The task assigner needs to analyse the quality of the plans being generated and to provide
feedback and direction concerning the options and plans which should be explored further�
Joint work with usc�isi to link OPlan to their expect system ���� has shown that plans
can be generated and analysed to provide valuable feedback to human planners�

� Role of Authority�
The activities of the various situated agents need to be coordinated� and authority man
agement is viewed as one way in which this can be done ����� For example� in plan
generation� it may be necessary to be given authority to work on certain options and
to have direction on the level of detail to which a plan should be developed� In plan
enactment� it is important to identify �and possibly name� which phases of the plans can
be executed and which parts should be held back for further approval�

These two aspects are elaborated further in the next two subsections�

��� Integrating Plan Quality Considerations into Planning

Current ai planners can generate a solution that satis�es the requirements they are given�
Some planners provide facilities to control the quality of the solution to be returned� by using
evaluation functions or searchcontrol rules� However� they do not usually integrate plan quality
considerations across several plans� In addition� their plan representations may not re�ect the
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plan quality criteria that are necessary in practice� Often� the quality criteria that human
expert planners consider�

� are highly dependent on the situation and the scenario at hand �some criteria may be
more important if there is a certain deadline� or new criteria may need to be considered
if new considerations arise�� and

� include complex factors and tradeo�s that are often not represented by an automatic
planner�

Research on plan analysis has concentrated on addressing two issues�

� to provide a tool � expect ���� � which allows human planners to de�ne criteria for plan
quality and preferences among alternative plans and options�

� to operationalise these criteria to guide a generative planner in proposing better quality
plans �������
������ �See Related Paper G��

Advisor
Evaluation

Function

Different
Qualitatively

Plans

Tasking and Option Selection

Plan
Analysis

Tool
Planner

Comparisons

Plan

Plans

Figure �� Combining a Planner and a Plan Analysis Tool

An approach is being investigated which combines the OPlan planner with the expect
knowledgebased plan analysis system� Figure � describes the way in which it is proposed
that OPlan and expect can be linked and the way in which plans and analysis information
�ows� Using these two systems� it may be possible to build an interface between the planner
and the user that provides the following functionality�
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� support to the user in de�ning criteria for evaluating plan quality through a knowledge
acquisition tool�

� evaluation of the quality of plans proposed by the planner�

� justi�cations for judgements of plan quality�

� guidance to the planner in its search for suitable plans�

To date the OPlan system is able to generate plans and communicate them to the expect
system for evaluation� Work is continuing to expand the interface between expect and OPlan
to strengthen the support for users in specifying� comparing and re�ning the constraints on a
range of di�erent plan options� at the task assignment level of a planning support environment�
and to allow this information to be used directly by OPlan in guiding it in its search for a good
solution�

��� The Role of Authority for a Situated Planning Agent

At the moment� the Task Assignment agent in OPlan informs the planner and execution
agents when they can create a plan for a nominated task and when a plan can be executed�
This is done through a simple menu interface� It is intended that OPlan will support authority
management in a more comprehensive and principled way in future ���� �See Related Paper

F�� The OPlan research has identi�ed the need to support�

� Plan options� individually speci�ed task requirements� plan environments and plan elab
orations� The Task Assignment agent can create as many as required� The plan options
may contain the same task with di�erent search options or may contain a di�erent task
and environmental assumptions� It is possible to have only one plan option�

� Plan phases� individually provided actions or events stated explicitly in the top level task
description given by the Task Assignment agent� More precise authority management is
possible by specifying more explicit phases at the task level� It is possible to have only
one phase in a task�

� Plan levels� speci�ed degrees of detail to which plans can be produced� More precise
authority management is possible by specifying more explicit levels in the OPlan domain
description language� Task Formalism �tf�� It is possible to have only one level in a
domain�

For each phase� planning will only be done down to an authorised level� at which point planning
will suspend� leaving appropriate agenda entries� until deeper planning authorisation is given�

Execution will be separately authorised for each phase�

It is anticipated that the Task Assignment agent of OPlan will need to support such authority
management capabilities� To establish an appropriate basis for future developments� and allow
for some initial internal support for authority management to be incorporated� the current

�



release of OPlan has a simple authority scheme and reports this at the head of the Task
Assignment agent menu shown here�

Domain� pacifica

Status� plan option � � planning ���

Task� Operation�Blue�Lagoon

Authority� plan	all
inf�� execute	all
no�

This reports that the system is planning for task Operation Blue Lagoon in the domain
pacifica and that it is currently planning within plan option �� It is authorised to plan
to any level of detail �in�nity� for all phases 	plan all
inf� but is not yet authorised to
execute any actions 	execute all
no��

A prototype HARDYbased� user interface for the Task Assignment agent has been created
and connected to OPlan�

�HARDY is a diagramming aid and hypermedia tool from AIAI�

	



� Using Domain Knowledge in Planning

OPlan has the ability to use domain knowledge about time constraints� resource requirements
and other types of knowledge to restrict the range of plans being considered as feasible solutions
to the tasks speci�ed� The OPlan research programme has studied a number of mechanisms for
using such knowledge to prune or prioritise search� These include using temporal constraints
��������� resource constraints ����� temporal coherence of conditions ��	�� and Goal Structure
condition type information ����������

��� An Approach to Incorporating Constraint Management into a Planner

The OPlan research has studied ways to enable specialised and e�cient constraint handling
methods to be used to manage the detailed constraints within a plan� constraints such as those
on action ordering� action times� and resource use� The main� higherlevel entities in plans �such
as activities� are represented separately from constraints� in an Associated Data Structure �ads��
Separating the main plan entities from the detail of the lowerlevel constraints allows a more
modular interface to be provided�

Knowledge Sources

Constraint Associator

Time Point
Manager

Variable
Manager

Other Installed
Managers

Figure �� Associator to Mediate between Knowledge Sources and Constraint Managers

To improve the modularity of the Issue Handlers �Knowledge Sources�� which must maintain
detailed constraints on the main entities being manipulated� the architecture includes a Con�
straint Associator as shown in Figure � ��
� �See Related Paper K�� The interface to this
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component allows for the handling of various types of constraint through plugin constraint
handlers��

Experience of writing Knowledge Sources for OPlan and other systems has shown that it can
be di�cult to preserve the modularity of the code while still taking into account all aspects of
detailed constraint propagation� This is particularly so for those constraints involving time and
variables in a plan� Time and variables are involved in many of the manipulations performed
by knowledge sources �not surprisingly in a generic temporalactivity planner�� Time and
variables are also often parts of other constraint descriptions for resources� Goal Structure�
etc� The framework for constraint handling in OPlan via the Constraint Associator therefore
separates out the Temporal and Variable Constraint managers from any others which may be
installed into OPlan�

Being certain that there are time and variable managers installed� with a necessary minimum
level of capability� allows simplifying assumptions to be made when writing Knowledge Sources
in OPlan� Knowledge Sources use the Constraint Associator to make all changes to the detailed
constraints within a plan� The Constraint Associator makes appropriate calls to the detailed
constraint managers installed and can cope with a range of specialised implementations of
constraint handlers� All constraints can be noted� even in cases where a handler is not available��

The Constraint Associator maintains a uniformity of interface to the Knowledge Sources which
provides some key bene�ts ��
����	�� The Knowledge Sources� Constraint Associator and all
installed Constraint Managers may make use of a Minimal Plan Ontology for their communica
tions� This provides a small set of descriptive terms about plan features and entities which may
be used for communication between the components� This minimal plan ontology includes the
notions of time points� the �before� ordering relation on time points� variables� and equality
and inequality relations on variables� Constraints Manager responses can be�

�� yes� the constraint added or changes made to the constraint are valid and the changes
are now under management�

�� no� the change could not be made to the constraint given the current constraints under
management� or

�� maybe� if certain changes �e�g�� addition of ordering links or further variable bindings�
are made�

This interface is similar to the Question Answering mechanism used to establish the value of
world conditions at a point in a partiallyordered plan representation ����� That was itself a
basis for the formalisation of the Modal Truth Criterion �mtc� by Chapman ���� Such a Truth
Criterion is at the heart of many current planning systems� Therefore� a common style of
interface to establish the validity of constraints at points in a plan is being maintained by the
OPlan Constraint Associator in cooperation with the Constraint Managers installed into it�

�The current implementation does not yet make full use of this simplifying framework�
�O�Plan already has the concept of an Other Constraint type in which notes of further constraints can be

kept in a plan�
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The Constraint Associator can also identify potential cross�constraint relationships and deal
with them autonomously without the Knowledge Source writer having to handle possible knock
on e�ects� For example� this means that a change to time constraints which may a�ect the
current resource constraints will be identi�ed and passed on to a resource constraint manager if
one is installed� The Constraint Associator is also designed such that it can combine the results
of a number of constraint manager calls and can return a single more tightly constrained set of
changes to the plan state if necessary�

By using this approach to incorporating constraint management into a planner� it is possi
ble to plug in diversi�ed and specialised constraint handlers suited to their speci�c purposes�
For example� a specialised spatial constraint manager using �D reasoning methods could be
incorporated without major changes to the system design�

The following sections describe the main constraints employed by OPlan and the managers
responsible for them�

��� Time Constraints

OPlan supports relative and metric time constraints for time points in actions� tasks and plans�
The OPlan constraint manager responsible for such constraints uses a Time Point Network
�tpn� to support its operation and hence is called the Time Point Net Manager �tpnm� �����
Each time point is constrained by the network to have an upper and lower bound on its temporal
distance from other points in the network and from time zero�

The time points held in the tpn are indirectly linked to actions and events in a plan� the
Associated Data Structure �ads�� This ensures that the tpn and the ads can be indepen
dently changed� Moreover� the functional interface to the tpn does not reveal the underlying
representation� so that a di�erent way of handling time constraints could be substituted�

In addition to its use in the OPlan activityorientated planner� the current tpnm has been
applied to large resourceallocation scheduling problems in the tosca scheduler ���� where the
number of time points was in excess of 
��� and the number of temporal constraints exceeded
����� The tosca scheduler was itself based on the OPlan architecture� making use of a
di�erent Associated Data Structure based on resource reservation periods� rather than actions
as in the planner�

��� Object�Variable Constraints

During the planning process a number of objects� and variables representing objects� can be
introduced into a plan� OPlan uses a rich model of constraints to handle the interactions and
dependencies among the di�erent objects and variables� including codesignation �equality��
noncodesignation �inequality�� scalar �set membership�� and numeric range constraints�

Plan State Variables �psvs� are created by the planner as necessary when the plan refers to an
object that has not yet been identi�ed� The Plan State Variables Manager �psvm� is the OPlan
Constraint Manager responsible for maintaining the network of plan state variable constraints
introduced into the plan�
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When a psv is created� it has stored with it a list of constraints� As more of the plan is
developed� further constraints may be added� Dependencies can arise between di�erent plan
state variables and these are of two forms�

� Same� the variables must have the same value� �It follows from this that the constraints
on the variables can be conjoined��

� Not�same� the variables cannot have the same value�

In addition� each plan state variable has�

� A type� the set of domain objects from which the variable�s value must be chosen�

� Value constraints� conditions the variable�s value must satisfy� e�g�� that its size be
large and its colour green�

For example� plan state variable �v� may be constrained to be of type movable�object� green
and large� not the same as �v�� and the same as �v�� and �v	�

As with other OPlan Constraint Managers� the responses that the psvm can give are�

�� yes� the change �e�g�� creating a new variable with given constraints� changing a variable�s
constraints� is valid� and the changes are now under management�

�� no� the change could not be made given the current constraints under management� or

�� maybe� if certain changes �e�g�� addition of ordering links or further variable bindings�
are made�

��� Resource Constraints

OPlan uses a Resource Utilisation Manager �rum� to manage the detailed resource constraints
within a plan� The rum can handle a number of di�erent resource types and can reason about
how resource levels change during the generation of a plan� Domain knowledge about di�erent
types of resources allows the planner�

�� to check that resource usage demands can be met from the resources available at any
time�

�� to provide heuristic estimates of the quality of a plan as it is generated� and

�� to provide suggestions �if possible� on the repair of a failed plan should resource usage be
the problem �reduce resource levels� produce more of the resource earlier� move actions
back or forward in time� etc��
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There are two major resource types supported by the rum� consumable resources and reusable
resources� Consumable resources are ones which are consumed during the life of a plan� e�g��
fuel� money� ammunition� etc� Reusable resources are ones which can be allocated to a plan
for it to use and then possibly be returned �deallocated� for reuse� e�g�� trucks� manpower�
runways� etc� Each of these can be further subdivided as shown in Figure 
�
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Figure 
� Example Hierarchy of Resource Types

A design for a sophisticated resource reasoning capability has been created for OPlan ���� �See
Related Paper E�� and a subset of this is provided by the current implementation� It is
the function of the rum to check on the levels of resources being used a certain points in the
plan� The rum is informed of resources level changes from the main planning level by means of
Resource Utilisation Entries �rue�s�� A rue can e�ect a resource in one of �ve di�erent ways�

�� Set a resource level to be a particular value �or within a particular range�� for example
to top up a fuel tank to its maximum capacity�

�� Allocate a certain amount of resource� i�e�� reduce the amount of resource remaining as
available from that point within the plan�

�� Deallocate a certain amount of resource back to a common pool� i�e�� increase the amount
of resource available from that point in the plan�

�� Consume a certain amount of resource�


� Produce a certain amount of �new� resource�
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The rum�s primary function is to manage the current set of rues which are part of the Plan
State� It must signal to the caller when there is an inconsistent set of such rues� This is similar
to the way that the Time Point Network Manager and other OPlan Constraint Managers
operate� The procedural interface to the rum is the same as that of other constraint managers
in that it can return any of three kinds of result�

� yes� the rue can be added without any adverse impact�

� no� the rue cannot be added� given the current set of resource constraints� or

� maybe� the rue can be added so long as the indicated problems are handled� i�e�� further
temporal and�or object variable constraints are added to the plan�

This allows us to de�ne a Resource Criterion ���� which is similar to the Question Answering
mechanism used to establish world conditions in OPlan�

��	 Goal Structure and Condition Types

A lesson learned in the expert systems and knowledgebased systems �eld is that it is important
to make maximum use of domain knowledge where it is available in order to address many real
problems� One powerful means of using domain knowledge to restrict and guide search in a
planner is to recognise explicit precondition types� as introduced into Interplan ���� and Nonlin
���� and subsequently used in other systems such as Deviser ����� Sipe
� ����� and OPlan
�	�������

An explicit account of the Goal Structure or teleology of a plan can be kept in these systems�
This records the causal relationships between actions in the plan and can show the intentions of
the domain writer or planner in satisfying conditions on actions� In some circumstances� such
domain knowledge can be used to prune the search of a planner� The information is provided
to the planner via a planner�s domain description language �e�g�� Task Formalism � tf � in
Nonlin and OPlan�� The domain writer takes the responsibility for a deliberate pruning of the
search space or for providing preferences via condition types� This caused us to adopt the term
knowledge�based planning to describe our work�

Nonlin and OPlan tf extends the notion of a precondition on an action and mates it with a
�processoriented� view of action descriptions� A tf schema description speci�es a method by
which some higher level action can be performed �or higher level goal achieved�� Each schema
is thought of as provided by its own �manager�� The schema introduces lower level actions
under the direction of its manager and uses that manager�s own resources� The schema may
say that some speci�c subaction is included in order to set up for some later subaction as
part of the overall task� In tf� such internally satis�ed requirements in actions are speci�ed as
supervised conditions� The manager also relies on other �normally external� agents to perform
tasks that are their own responsibilities� but a�ect the ability of this manager to do the task�
These are given as unsupervised conditions� There are other conditions which the manager
may wish to impose on the applicability of particular solutions �e�g�� don�t try this method for
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house building if the building is over �ve stories tall�� These are termed only use if conditions
in OPlan�

A detailed description of the use of condition types to inform search in an ai planner is provided
in ���� �See Related Paper D�� That paper also compares the use of condition types in OPlan
with a number of other planners�
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	 �i�n�ova� � Manipulating Plans as a Set of Constraints

The �i�n�ova�� �Issues � Nodes � Orderings�Variables�Auxiliary� Model is a way to represent
plans as a set of constraints ���� �See Related Paper J�� By having a clear description of
the di�erent components within a plan� the model allows plans to be manipulated and used
separately from the environments in which they are generated�

knowledge
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Figure �� �i�n�ova� Supports a Number of Requirements

As shown in �gure �� the �i�n�ova� constraint model underlying plans is intended to support
a number of di�erent uses of plan representations�

� automatic manipulation of plans and to act as an ontology to underpin such use�

� human communication about plans�

� principled and reliable acquisition of plan information�

� formal reasoning about plans�

These cover both formal and practical requirements and encompass the needs of both human
and computerbased planning systems�

Our aim is to characterise the plan representation used within OPlan and to more closely
relate this work to emerging formal analyses of plans and planning� This synergy of practical
and formal approaches can stretch the formal methods to cover realistic plan representations�
as needed for real problem solving� and can improve the analysis that is possible for production
planning systems�

A plan is represented as a set of constraints which together limit the behaviour that is desired
when the plan is executed� Work on OPlan and other practical planners has identi�ed di�erent

�
�i�n�ova� is pronounced as in �Innovate��
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entities in the plan which are conveniently grouped into three types of constraint� The set of
constraints describes the possible plan elaborations that can be reached or generated as shown
in �gure ��

Plan State

Plan Agenda

Main Plan
Entities

Detailed
Plan Constraints

�
��

�
�R

Space of Legitimate Plan Elaborations

Figure �� Various Plan Constraints De�ne a Space of Plan Elaborations

The three types of constraint in a plan are�

�� Plan Agenda � a set of �Issues� that must be addressed and thus de�ne a set of �implied
constraints� on legitimate future states� The agenda implies the pending or future con
straints that will be added to the plan as a result of handling unsatis�ed requirements�
dealing with aspects of plan analysis and critiquing� etc� The agenda is a �todo� list
which can be used to decide what plan modi�cations should be made to a plan by a
planner �user or system��

�� Main Plan Entities or Plan Node Constraints � the main plan entities related to external
communication of a plan� They describe a set of external names associated to time points�
In an activity planner� the nodes are usually the actions in the plan associated with their
begin and end time points� In a resourcecentred scheduler� nodes may be the resource
reservations made against the available resources with a begin and end time point for the
reservation period�

�� Detailed Plan Constraints � specialised constraints on the plan associated with the Main
Plan Entities� Work on the OPlan planner has identi�ed the desirability of distinguishing
two special types of detailed constraint and categorising all others as �auxiliary��
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� Ordering or Temporal Constraints �such as temporal relationships between the nodes
or metric time properties��

� Variable Constraints �codesignation and noncodesignation constraints on plan ob
jects in particular��

Auxiliary Constraints are other detailed constraints related to input �pre�� output �post�
and protection conditions� and to resources� authority requirements� spatial constraints�
etc� The auxiliary constraints are grouped into � categories�

� Authority Constraints

� World Condition�E�ect Constraints

� Resource Constraints

� Other Constraints

Ordering and Variable constraints are highlighted since they may form part of other de
tailed constraints in a temporal reasoning domain such as occurs in planning and schedul
ing problems� That is� an auxiliary constraint may themselves involve ordering or variable
constraints� Knowing that these constraints have such �crossassociations� has been found
to simplify the design of constraint handling mechanisms and to ease implementation is
sues �������
�� It has also proved to be helpful in formalising planners and their plan
representations �e�g�� �����������

Auxiliary Constraints may be expressed as occurring at a time point ��point constraints��
or across a range of points ��range constraints��� Point constraints can be used to express
input and output constraints on nodes and other constraints that can be expressed at a
single time point� Range constraints relate to two or more time points and can be used
to express protection intervals� etc�

There is a deliberate and direct mapping of the model of plans and activity used within OPlan
and the �i�n�ova� Constraint Model of Plans to existing structured analysis and diagraming
methods such as idef� r�Charts� etc� ���� �See Related Paper I�� Other researchers have
also recognised the value of merging ai representation concepts with structured analysis and
diagramming techniques for systems requirements modelling �e�g�� �
����
���
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 Abstract View of the O�Plan Control Flow

The OPlan research described in previous sections has allowed us to simplify previous descrip
tions of the OPlan architecture� and in particular to present a simpli�ed abstraction of the
core working of an OPlan agent�

OPlan operates on a work�ow principle� being driven by an agenda of �issues�� A simple
abstraction of this is shown in ��gure ���
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Constraint Associator

�
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Figure �� Framework of Components in the OPlan Agendabased System

OPlan re�nes a �current state�� It maintains one or more options within the state in which the
previous alternative decisions that can be taken restrict the space of state elaborations which
can be reached from that point�� The system needs to know what outstanding processing
requirements exist in the state �shown in �gure � as the Agenda of Issues�� These represent
the implied constraints on valid future states� One �normally� of these outstanding processing
requirements is chosen to be worked upon next �by the Agenda or Option Controller�� This
calls up processing capabilities �or Issue Handlers� within the system which can make decisions
and modify the State� The modi�cations can be in terms of de�nite changes to entities in the
state or by noting further processing requirements �as a result of state analysis and critiquing�
etc��

We have found it to be useful to separate the entities representing the decisions already made
during processing into a high level representing theMain State Entities shared across all system

�State constraint relaxation may also be possible to increase the space of state elaborations in some cases�
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components and known to various parts of the system� and more Detailed Constraints which
form specialised areas of the representation of the state� These lower level more compartmen
talised parts can represent specialised constraints within the state such as time� resource� spatial
and other constraints� This separation can assist in the identi�cation of modularity within the
system�
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� Working with the User

An interface to Autocad has been built to show the type of User Interface we envisage� This is
called the PlanWorld Viewer Interface ���� �See Related Paper L�� Figure 	 shows an example
screen using this interface� The window in the top left corner shows the Task Assignment menu
and supports the management of authority ���� to plan and execute plans for a given task� The
lower window shows a Plan View �showing the plan as a graph or as gantt charts�� and the
upper right window shows a World View for visualisation or simulations of the state of the
world at points in the plan� The particular plan viewer and world viewer provided are declared
to the system and the interfaces between these and the planner uses a de�ned interface to
which various implementations can conform� OPlan has been interfaced to a number of Plan
and World Viewers including PostScript previewers for plan networks� process modelling tools�
mapbased interfaces and tools to create animation sequences of possible plan execution� The
developer interface to OPlan is not shown to the normal user�

Figure 	� Example Output of the PlanWorld Viewer User Interface

Recent work on the OPlan user interface has focussed on the representation and management
of constraints in planning� particularly in order to simplify some aspects of the user�s role in
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the architecture and to act as a mechanism for user�system mixed initiative planning ���� �See
Related Paper M��
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� Logistics Applications


�� Target Applications for O�Plan

OPlan is implemented in Common Lisp on Unix Workstations with an XWindows interface�
It is designed to be able to exploit distributed and multiprocessor delivery platforms in the
future�

OPlan is intended to be relevant to the following types of problems�

� project management for product introduction� systems engineering� construction� process
�ow for assembly� integration and veri�cation� etc�

� planning and control of supply and distribution logistics�

� mission sequencing and control of space probes and satellites such as voyager and ers���

These applications �t midway between the large scale� but regular� manufacturing scheduling
problems found in some industries �where there are often few interoperation constraints� and
the complex puzzles dealt with by very �exible logicbased tools� However� the problems of the
target type represent an important class of industrial� scienti�c and engineering relevance�

The architecture itself has wider applicability� For example� it has been used as the basis for
the design of the tosca manufacturing scheduler in a project for Hitachi ����


�� Crisis Action Planning

The application emphasis of the OPlan project has been to aid in the de�nition� generation
and support of the military crisis action planning process� There are six phases identi�ed in
reponding to a crisis as shown in �gure ���

Phase � Situation Development

Phase � Crisis Assessment

Phase � coa Development� OPlan provides support in the develop
ment of coas and in estimating the feasibility of the gener
ated coas� This is the main contribution of the project�

Phase � coa Selection� OPlan provides support in the re�nement
and presentation of coas�

Phase 
 Execution Planning

Phase � Execution

Figure ��� Crisis Action Planning Phases

The OPlan research principally addresses phases three through six� Aiai has also worked with
a number of groups on representations of plans which can be used to communicate across the
di�erent phases and agents involved� across the whole of the crisis planning process�
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The requirements for task statement and plan generation by OPlan in crisis action planning
have been tested in the precis domain ���� �See Related Paper N� and in a simpli�ed version
of an Integrated Feasibility Demonstration scenario �ifd��� from the arpa�Rome Laboratory
Planning Initiative ����� These test domains allow for realistic and military relevant scenarios
and issues to be addressed in a setting suitable for research and development�

Crisis action planning calls for plans that are �exible� robust and responsive to changing task
requirements and to changes in the operational situation� Current planning aids are too in�exi
ble� The aim of the OPlan project is to show how a planner using extensive domain knowledge
and situated in a task assignment �command� and execution �control� environment can allow
for better �exible� distributed� collaborative and mixed initiative planning�

Current military planning systems usually allow only one coa to be fully thought through� and
any alternatives are seen as poor relations� This is due to the �xedstep nature of the process�
which is not currently viewed as an iterative process in which several sources of knowledge and
techniques �e�g�� planning� scheduling� tasking� resourcing� repairing� can be brought in as and
when required� A more �exible planning framework may allow military planners to be freed
from a stepbystep approach and to consider more options and constraints where appropriate
within the planning process�


�� The PRECiS�Paci�ca Domain

The principal development of OPlan has been motivated by applications related to logis
tics� transportation planning�scheduling problems and Noncombatant Evacuation Operations
�neos�� The testbed provided by the precis �Planning� Reactive Execution and Constraint
Satisfaction� environment de�nes the data and hypothetical background for logistics planning
and reacting scenarios and has been used for demonstration and evaluation purposes within the
project�

The de�nition of the precis environment has drawn on work by several people� Brown at
Mitre Corporation to describe a realistic neo scenario for the Planning Initiative�s Integrated
Feasibility Demonstration �ifd��� ����� Reece and Tate to de�ne an openly accessible �ctional
environment based on the island of Paci�ca ����� suitable for enabling technology researchers
interested in planning and reactive execution of plans� and Ho�man and Burnard at isx Cor
poration to produce a cutdown demonstration scenario suitable for transportation scheduling
research experiments within the arpa�Rome Laboratory Planning and Scheduling Initiative�
The results have been provided in a publicly available document ���� and in other materials�

Four primary needs of the arpa�Rome Laboratory Planning and Scheduling Initiative are met
by the precis environment�

�� Realistic scenarios can be explored from the data provided in the environment for coa
generation� case based reasoning� transportation scheduling and the reactive execution of
plans�

�� Requirements of �tier�� enabling researchers are su�ciently met by the data in order for
them to pursue their individual research programmes�
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�� Entities in the environment are hypothetical and do not re�ect actual peoples and loca
tions� yet are realistic in the types of data that would normally be available�

�� The scenario and domain descriptions are not con�dential or military critical� They can
be openly demonstrated and publications can be based upon them� This is important for
enabling researchers�

Work on the precis environment and the Paci�ca island model has continued� Map viewers
and simulators are now available for demonstration and evaluation purposes�


�� Demonstration of O�Plan Generating Courses of Action for NEOs

The aim of this section is to describe the evaluation experiments conducted as part of the
OPlan project and to show how each one can be related to the categorisation of experiment
types de�ned in the arpi Evaluation Handbook ���� The main demonstration domain has been
Noncombatant Evacuation Operation �neo� planning in the precis environment�

A number of planned demonstrations were conducted at the end of each year of the project� In
addition to these planned demonstrations a further demonstration was conducted to link the
OPlan system with a plan analysis tool �usc�isi�s expect system� to show the value of being
able to analyse plans and to provide feedback to the planner on how to improve the quality of
the plans being generated�

The following items describe some of the experiments carried out in each of main categories of
the arpi handbook� Programmatic� Demonstration and Scienti�c� Each section describes the
aims of the experiment� an overview of the approach and the results obtained� A full list of the
experiments and their results can be found in ���� �See Related Paper O��

Year � � ����� Generation of Plans from the ifd�� Scenario

The was a demonstration experiment using the ifd�� socap Tunisian scenario run on Sipe��
���� From the start of the experiment it was recognised that Sipe�� was a more developed system
than OPlan and as such this could only be an approximation to ifd��� However� using the
Task Formalism �tf� �OPlan�s domain input language� then supported within OPlan Version
��� it was possible to encode the socap domain and to identify a number of shortcomings in
OPlan tf ���� ���� The schema library for this domain contained �� schemas which de�ned
alternative missions� deployment and employment plans� sea and airlift resources� etc� The
Courses of Action �coas� generated contained an average of �
� actions and were developed
in approximately �� seconds� OPlan was able to generate plans in the socap domain for two
tasks�

� Task �� �Deter three threats�
The task requires a plan to deter one army� one air force and one navy threat by speci�ed
dates� The threats are forces which have crossed the protected border�
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� Task �� �Deter three threats and counter a further nine�
The task requires a plan to deter the same three threats as well as countering a further
nine threats� three army� navy and air force respectively� These nine forces are threatening
to cross the border but have not yet done so�

The outcome of the experiment was that we identi�ed a problem of incorrect constraint post
ing and as a result very large search spaces were being generated� The reason for the large
search spaces was the combinatorics of the domain mainly arising from the codesignation of
cross constraints involving time and resources� The research on the OPlan architecture had
identi�ed the need for improved handling of these types of constraint but it was not re�ected
in the implementation� Similar problems were found in the earlier Nonlin system in a domain
investigating the problem of Replenishment At Sea �ras� ����� In the ras problem ships need
to be moved from one battle group to another while others are sent for replenishment� Again
the problem was one of selecting a particular ship too early rather than waiting until further
constraints could be identi�ed and posted�

O� line analysis of the problem showed that the problem could be solved with little or no search
being involved� For example� many of the forces which could be chosen for a particular mission
were similar and consequently the planner should have left the decision over which force to use
until it was forced upon it� i�e�� developing the force�s employment plan�

Year � � ���	� Use of a Rich Resource Model in an Activity Planner Framework

This was a demonstration experiment and was designed to show the ways in which a rich model
of domain resources� e�g�� trucks� aeroplanes� fuel� runways� etc� could be encoded and used
within an activity planner� As part of the preparation for the demonstration a study was
carried out into the di�erent types of resources present in planning domains and into previous
planning approaches to resource reasoning ����� The results of this study were twofold�

�� It became possible to identify the type of resource reasoning support which should be
possible with an activity planning framework�

�� It resulted in the design of a �exible Resource Utilisation Manager �rum� for use in an
activity planner such as OPlan and Sipe���

The support provided by the new rum design would allow a range of resources types to be
represented and manipulated and went beyond those types supported to date in other systems�
The demonstration successfully showed that plans could be generated for a number of di�erent
resource constrained tasks speci�ed in the precis domain� The schema library for this domain
contained �� schemas which de�ned alternative evacuation methods� e�g�� trucks or helicopters�
fuel supplies� transport aircraft� etc� The coas generated contained an average of �� actions
and were developed in approximately �� seconds�

A number of techniques were explored and validated which showed how resources could be
de�ned and manipulated using a range of methods� These methods made explicit use of O
Plan�s Resource Utilisation Manager to track consumable resources and OPlan�s tome and
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gost Manager to track reusable�sharable resources� Whilst these method allow the same
breadth of coverage as was expected with the new rum design� they do not have the same level
of �exibility and support� In tasks where the resources were limited� e�g�� small amounts of
diesel fuel� the system was able to use knowledge of resources to rule out certain options as
being impossible� In tasks where the choices were more extensive� e�g�� use several transport
types with no temporal restrictions� the system was still able to �nd a solution in an acceptable
period of time�

Year � � ����� Coordinated Command� Planning and Control

This was a demonstration experiment which showed OPlan solving a number of tasks from a
command� planning and control scenario� The aims of the demonstration were to show�

� OPlan reacting to changes in the environment and identifying those parts of the plan
which were now threatened by these changes�

� OPlan reacting to changes in the overall task by integrating new plan requirements into
the plan�

In both these cases the changes were to be made to an ongoing and executing plan�

The types of changes explored in this demonstration include failures of trucks due to blown
engines and tyres and the inclusion of new objectives� e�g�� pick up an extra group of evacuees�
The precis domain used for the demonstration has been deliberately simpli�ed to allow a
number of di�erent aspects to be explored while keeping the plan to a manageable size� This is
for viewing purposes only so that the user could follow what was happening in the demonstra
tion� However� while being a simpli�cation� the types of problem encountered and the solutions
proposed by the planner are of relevance to military crisis action planning� Larger and more
complex plans are available in other Paci�ca domains� The schema library for this domain
contained �� schemas which de�ned alternative evacuation methods� e�g�� trucks or helicopters�
fuel supplies� transport aircraft� etc� The coas generated contained an average of �� actions
and were developed in approximately ���� seconds� � di�erent repair plans were used in the
demonstration and they were as follows�

� To repair a blown engine on a ground transport�

� The engine can only be �xed by a repair crew which is dispatched from Delta with
a tow truck� The transport is then towed to Delta for repairs� The evacuees remain
with truck while it is being towed�

� The failure of the transport occurs in a time critical situation and there is insu�cient
time to tow the broken transport to Delta� The evacuees are moved from the broken
ground transport by helicopter to Delta and the transport is abandoned�

� This is similar to the previous repair plan except that the evacuees are moved by
another ground transport instead of by helicopter�
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� To repair a blown tyre on a ground transport

� The driver of the ground transport can �x the tyre by the side of the road� The
e�ect of the repair action is to delay the ground transport by a �xed amount of time�

Closely allied to the third year OPlan demonstration� an associated Ph�D student project by
Glen Reece showed the link between a proactive planner and a more comprehensive reactive
execution agent ���� based on the OPlan architecture� This agent has been used to reactively
modify plans in response to operational demands in a simulation of the Paci�ca island in the
context of a neo�

Linking of O�Plan and the EXPECT Plan Analysis Tool

This was a demonstration experiment conducted with usc�isi in which the OPlan system
was linked with their expect plan analysis tool �������
�� The Tunisian scenario used for ifd�
� was chosen for the evaluation domain� The schema library for this domain contained ��
schemas which de�ned alternative missions� deployment and employment plans� sea and airlift
resources� etc� The Courses of Action �coas� generated contained an average of �
� actions
and were developed in approximately �� seconds� The di�erent coas were generated using
alternative mission pro�les and force packages�

COA � COA 	 COA 
 COA�

AIRPORTS

� number of airports � � � 	

� sorties per hour 
�� 
�� 
�� ��

� sq� ft� aircraft parking 	M 	M 	M 
M

SEAPORTS

� number of seaports � � � 	

� number of piers � � � ��

� number of berths � � � ��

� max� vessel size in ft� ��� ��� ��� ���

� number of oil facilities � � � 


CLOSURE DATE C � 	� C � 		 C � 	
 C � 	


LOGISTICS PERSONNEL ���� �
�� �
�� �
�	

LINES OF COMMUNICATION

� number of locations � � � �

� max� distance in miles 	� �� ��� �	�

� air and sea� yes yes yes yes

Figure ��� expect�s Evaluation of Several Alternative Plans Generated by OPlan

expect allows military planners to analyse these alternative coas generated by OPlan against
a number of user de�ned domain evaluation criteria and to create an evaluation matrix for a
number of chosen coas� From the analysis� military planners are able to identify aspects of the
coas which are acceptable� e�g�� low number of support personnel and those which are not� e�g��
a closure date greater than �	 days� An expect evaluation matrix from a series of di�erent
coas generated by OPlan for a logistics scenario is shown in Figure ��� This information
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could then be used to impose addition requirements on the planning system to provide a better
quality solution�


�	 Bringing O�Plan Technology into Productive Use

The OPlan system has been developed to be as modular as possible� with open interfaces
to allow easy integration with the work of other arpa�Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative
participants� This has led to discussions with several groups within the Initiative and an
exchange of ideas and research results� We see one of our contributions within the Initiative as
providing a common framework in which the specialised contributions of di�erent groups can
be explored� We have also passed results to other arpa programs under the arpa Knowledge
Sharing e�ort� e�g�� to de�ne the context handling facilities in the loom system� The widespread
publication of the results of the project is the main way in which the project seeks to disseminate
its results to the technical community�

The transition path to eventual productive use for OPlan� and the concepts in OPlan� is
through a series of releases to the Common Prototyping Environment �cpe� of the arpa�Rome
Laboratory Planning Initiative ���� and through involvement in Technology Integration Exper
iments �ties� with other participants ���� The transition should then involve the integration
of aspects of the demonstrated technology into Integrated Feasibility Demonstrations �ifds�
within the Initiative�

OPlan has been released in three annual versions to the arpi cpe and through that has been
made available to a number of sites� The latest version at the end of the project is OPlan
release ����

A Technology Integration Experiment �tie� has been conducted with usc�isi to look at linking
plan generation and plan evaluation �described in section ����� This is central to the OPlan
project�s aim of situating planning in a task assignment and execution setting� It is a topic
that is vital for successful military crisis planning and response� Extension of this joint work is
now proposed�

The OPlan project has also begun discussions to establish ways in which OPlan could be
incorporated into an Integrated Feasibility Demonstration �ifd� for air campaign planning
within the arpi�
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 Conclusions

The OPlan research has achieved a clearer understanding of the components necessary in a
�exible planning system and has shown how such components can be combined in a systems
integration architecture� The work has determined improved ways to restrict search in a planner
by using the knowledge available from modelling an application domain� and it has developed a
better characterisation of plans as sets of activity constraints� opening up many possibilities for
richer distributed� cooperative and mixedinitiative planning systems in the future� The project
has created a prototype implementation and demonstrated it on a class of realistic applications�
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Appendix

Figure �� shows how a number of related papers relate to the main themes of the OPlan
research�

PAPER A� Tate� A�� Drabble� B� and Kirby� R�B�� OPlan�� an Open Architecture for Com
mand� Planning and Control� in Intelligent Scheduling �eds� Fox� M� and Zweben� M���
Morgan Kaufmann� �		��

Provides an overview of the OPlan architecture with its task assignment� planning and
execution agents� giving information about the aims of the work and its applications�

PAPER B� Tate� A�� The Emergence of �Standard� Planning and Scheduling System Com
ponents� in Current Trends in AI Planning� �eds� Backstr�om� C�  Sandewall� E��� IOS
Press� �		��

Provides an overview of the module speci�cations� interfaces and protocols used within
the OPlan architecture�

PAPER C� Drabble� B� and Tate� A�� OPlan� A Situated Planning Agent� Proceedings of
the Third European Workshop on Planning �EWSP�	
�� Assisi� Italy� September� �		
�

This PAPER explains the importance of exploiting the task assignment and execution
framework within which a planner is situated� The bene�ts of being able to use a rich
model of this environment are explained�

PAPER D� Tate� A�� Drabble� B� and Dalton� J�� The Use of Condition Types to Restrict
Search in an AI Planner� Proceedings of the Twelfth National Conference on Arti�cial
Intelligence �AAAI	��� Seattle� USA� August �		��

OPlan can make use of domain knowledge of various kinds to restrict its search for plans�
It can thus be applied to larger problems than would otherwise be the case� This paper
describes one strong contribution of the OPlan research to �nding ways to encode domain
knowledge in forms which can be used by a planner�

PAPER E� Drabble� B� and Tate� A�� The Use of Optimistic and Pessimistic Resource Pro�les
to Inform Search in an Activity Based Planner� Proceedings of the Second International
Conference on AI Planning Systems �AIPS	��� AAAI Press� Chicago� USA� June �		��

Accounting for resource availability is an important requirement when planning� This
paper describes the novel mechanisms used within OPlan for managing resources using
incremental algorithms� The generic interface to such constraint managers within OPlan
is also described�

PAPER F� Tate� A�� Authority Management � Coordination between Planning� Scheduling
and Control� Workshop on Knowledgebased Production Planning� Scheduling and Con
trol at the International Joint Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence �IJCAI	��� Chambery�
France� �		��

In a cooperative planning environment� a planner should not be considered to work in
isolation� simply producing plans� This paper describes early work on modelling the role
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of authority and delegation within a command� planning and control environment in such
a way that it can be used to e�ectively coordinate planning activities�

PAPER G� Gil� Y�� Tate� A� and Ho�man� M�� DomainSpeci�c Criteria to Direct and Eval
uate Planning Systems� Proceedings of the ARPA�Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative
Workshop� �ed� Burstein� M��� MorganKaufmann� �		��

Producing useful� e�ective plans requires improved information about the quality of plans
and about the features of plans from which quality can be determined� This paper explores
the general factors that may be used to analyse di�erences between plans and examines
a speci�c domain of military Noncombatant Evacuation Operations �NEOs� to provide
examples of domain criteria used to assess plan quality�

PAPER H� Reece� G�A� and Tate� A�� Synthesizing Protection Monitors from Causal Struc
ture� Proceedings of the Second International Conference on AI Planning Systems �AIPS
	��� AAAI Press� Chicago� USA� �		��

OPlan produces plans that can be executed� Work in the OPlan project on a Reactive
Execution Agent was performed on a linked Ph�D� This paper describes the use for plan
execution support of knowledge embedded in OPlan plans that captures the rationale�
or Goal Structure� of the plan steps� It is shown that reactive plan change support can
be provided using such knowledge�

PAPER I� Tate� A�� Putting Knowledge Rich Process Representations to Use� IOPener � The
Journal of the IOPT Club for the Introduction of Process Technology� Vol� � No� � pp
����� March �		�� UK Introduction of Process Technology �IOPT� Club� c�o Praxis Ltd�
UK�

The knowledge rich plan structures used within OPlan are themselves of value in other
contexts� This paper describes how the OPlan plan model can support improved process
modelling� analysis and work�ow in organisations�

PAPER J� Tate� A� Characterising Plans as a Set of Constraints � the �i�n�ova� Model �
a Framework for Comparative Analysis� Special Issue on Evaluation of Plans� Planners�
and Planning Agents� ACM SIGART Bulletin Vol� � No� �� January �		
�

In order to promote convergence of work in software engineering� process management�
ai planning and formal mathematical work on planning� a model of plans as a set of
constraints on behaviour or activity is being explored by the OPlan project� This paper
describes the �i�n�ova� constraint model employed and relates it to other work�

PAPER K� Tate� A�� Reasoning with Constraints in OPlan�� Extended version� containing
a number of additional sections� of a paper in the Proceedings of the ARPA�Rome Labo
ratory Planning Initiative Workshop� �M�Burstein� ed��� Tucson� Arizona� USA� Morgan
Kaufmann� �		��

The OPlan research has simpli�ed the way in which detailed constraints within plans can
be managed� and has introduced a way in which constraint managers could be plugged
into a planner using a well de�ned protocol� This paper describes the approach adopted�
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PAPER L� Tate� A� and Drabble� B�� PlanWorld Viewers� Proceedings of the ��th Workshop
of the UK Planning and Scheduling Special Interest Group� Colchester� UK� November
�		
�

The user interface to OPlan makes use of plugin viewers which can support technical
plan views �e�g�� work�ows and charts� or domain related world views �e�g�� maps and
animations�� This paper describes the ways in which a user can interact with OPlan and
describes the PlanWorld Viewer interface�

PAPER M� Tate� A�� Mixed Initiative Planning in OPlan�� Proceedings of the ARPA�Rome
Laboratory Planning Initiative Workshop at Tucson� Arizona� USA� �ed� Burstein� M���
MorganKaufmann� �		��

Planning is not done as an isolated activity� It relies on cooperative work between many
people and systems� This paper describes OPlan�s approach to mixed initiative and co
operative planning� It is based on the mutual process of placing constraints on behaviour�

PAPER N� Reece� G�A�� Tate� A�� Brown� D� and Ho�man� M�� The precis Environment�
Paper presented at the arpa�rl Planning Initiative Workshop at AAAI	�� Washing
ton D�C�� July �		�� Also available as University of Edinburgh� Arti�cial Intelligence
Applications Institute Technical Report aiai�tr����

OPlan research and the prototype implementation have been applied to speci�c logistics
problems related to military Noncombatant Evacuation Operations �NEOs�� This paper
describes a noncon�dential demonstration and test environment and example scenarios
in which the requirements for OPlan were established and demonstrations provided� It
involves NEOs from the �ctional island of Paci�ca�

PAPER O� Drabble� B�� Tate� A� and Dalton� J� Applying OPlan to the NEO Scenarios�
OPlan Technical Report� Arti�cial Intelligence Applications Institute� University of Ed
inburgh� July �		
�

This paper describes and evaluates the application of OPlan to the PRECiS�Paci�ca
NEO Scenarios�
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